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ABSTRACT
This report describes the development of a new method of subject in-
dexing by machine for documents in the Project INTREX catalog. The
purpose of the system is to allow new documents to be placed online
quickly in the computer-stored INTREX catalog. The system that is
developed makes use of human-generated subject terms of existing
INTREX documents as a basis for generating index terms for new
documents. The pre--indexing system operates on only the title and
abstract of a document in generating a pre--index for the document.
The analysis of documents already containing human-generated sub-
ject indexes consisted of comparing the titles and abstracts of the
documents to their subject indexes. A large dictionary with data
about word usage was obtained from these comparisons. The dictio-
nary served as a guide for the later pre -indexing of new documents.
Three variations of the automatic pre -indexing method have been de -
veloped, tested, and evaluated. Two methods show promise for
operational use in the INTREX system.
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CHAPTER I
THE NEED FOR PRE-INDEXING
This research involves an investigation of the feasibility of using
automatic machine-generated subject indexes as a possible means of
expediting the cataloging process for new documents to be added to the
Project INTREX library. An online library in a fast-changing technical
field needs a method of putting information about a new document into
the library system quickly. A possible method is to generate an auto-
matic pre-index from only the title and abstract of a new document. The
pre-index is intended to serve as a temporary subject index until human
catalogers can replace the pre-index with a full subject index based on
an examination of the entire new document.
The pre-indexing schemes investigated are based on past experi-
ence gained from a computer analysis of the human-generated indexes
of a set of documents. The experience thus obtained through comparison
of title and abstracts to corresponding subject indexes is used as a guide
for generating, by machine, a pre-index for a new document to be added
to the system. The pre-indexing scheme being proposed differs from
previous work in automatic indexing in that the pre-indexing scheme
makes extensive use of prior human indexing in an automatic fashion.
The INTREX Environment
Project INTREX (Information Transfer Experiments) seeks to
exploit the multiaccess computer operated in an online mode as a basis
for a machine-stored library. The INTREX collection will consist of
approximately 10, 000 documents in selected fields of materials science
and engineering. Each document will be cataloged in depth and the cata-
log will be stored in a multiaccess computer. Full text of each docu-
ment will be stored on microfilm and made accessible under computer
control. A user of the library will be able to search the catalog by
means of a time-shared computer system. Special remote consoles will
allow him to obtain displays of the full text of documents, or hard copies
if he so desires.
At present, INTREX is still in the developmental stage. There
are no users of the system, as yet. Nevertheless, over 500 documents
have been fully cataloged and placed into the computer data base, acces-
sible to the INTREX programmers on a time-sharing computer system.
It is this data base which is used for this research effort. The INTREX
programmers have written numerous programs to facilitate access to
the data base.
The cataloging record for each document of the collection com-
prises many of the standard items found on the typical catalog cards of
conventional libraries. The title and author, publication date, publisher,
and number of pages are included. In addition, an INTREX record for a
document includes information such as the language in which the docu-
ment is written, the abstract, and a subject index. Each particular type
of information is placed in its own field (title, author, publisher, catalog
number, and so forth) in a document record. Most fields in a document
record can be obtained in a purely routine manner. This information
comes with the docuiment and needs only to be transferred to the docu-
ment record. The abstract, when included in the record, also arrives
with the document and has been written by the author or an abstracting
agency. Nearly all documents of the INTREX collection include an
abstract. If not, the cataloger substitutes an excerpt.
In a document record, the one field which requires analysis of the
document in order to be generated is the subject index. Since the sub-
ject index is of prime interest in pre-indexing, it will be examined here
in some detail. Of 49 possible descriptive fields being used by INTREX
for a document, the process of generating the subject index field alone
consumes over half of an indexer's time even for short journal articles.
For longer documents, the subject index takes a larger part of the total
time. The purpose of pre-indexing by machine is to relieve the indexers
of the pressing nature of the burden of writing the subject index for the
document.
In generating the subject index for a document, the indexers may
draw upon the material of the full document, including the title, abstract,
and text. The subject index comprises several subject terms which
describe the content If the document. Each subject term may range in
length from a single word to one or more noun phrases containing
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several words. To every subject term, the indexer assigns a relevancy
weight, which indicates how the term is used and how important it is in
the document. This weighting system is a key feature of Project INTREX,
since it is hoped that the weights will allow more accurate retrieval of
pertinent documents.
A subject term may be labeled with any of five weights, numbered
from 0 through 4. The numbers 0 and 4 have special significance,
whereas the numbers 1 through 3 indicate specific subject matter of the
document. A weight of 1 indicates that the subject term describes the
primary topic of the document; weight (2) designates a secondary topic;
and weight (3),a much less central topic. The special weight of 4 is
assigned to terms representing mathematical tools, instrumental tools,
or applications which are cited in the document but which are not central
to it. The weight (0) designates a generic class to which the subject
matter of a document belongs.
Knowledge of the indexing behavior of the INTREX catalogers pro-
vides support for the concept of pre-indexing. The catalogers for Proj-
ect INTREX are trained and competent in matters of library science.
Nevertheless, they are not trained as subject experts in the area of
materials science, which is the area of the INTREX document collection.
This fact may influence the subject indexes which the indexers generate.
Although in writing a subject index, the indexer may use any word that
she desires in describing the document, the majority of words used will
be those employed by the author of the document. It is natural that an
indexer who is not a subject expert should adopt the language of the
author in indexing. Since the title and abstract of a document usually
provide an excellent indication of the subject matter of that document, a
large number of the subject terms of a subject index are borrowed
directly from the title and abstract of the document.
Thus, the indexers perform derivative indexing. In pure derivative
indexing, the words selected to portray the subject matter of a document
are only those words actually used by the author. Salton at Cornell
University' has experimented with automatic derivative indexing from
Salton, G. (ed), "Information Storage and Retrieval, " Scientific Report
No. ISR-11, Department of Computer Science, Cornell University,
Ithaca, New York, June, 1966.
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title and abstract only. His results are very encouraging to the notion
of pre-indexing. Salton found that automatic derivative indexing from
the title and abstract only is very nearly as good as automatic indexing
from full text.
Motivation for Pre-Indexing
Two factors combine to indicate the possibility of pre-indexing.
One factor indicates that pre-indexing is desirable; the other factor,
that it is feasible. First, the indexers spend a large part of their time
in writing the subject index. It would be desirable if this process could
be bypassed, at least temporarily, in order to make the document
available to INTREX users quickly. Second, Salton's work and an ex-
amination of typical subject indexes reveals that pre-indexing is feasible.
Since the title and abstract will be placed with the document index into
the computer data base, an automatic method for selecting pertinent
words or phrases for a document could generate a pre-index quickly for
the document before the subject indexing is completed.
Plan of the Research
Baskcally, the investigation of pre-indexing divides into two rather
distinct phases, as Fig. 1 shows. In Phase I, a number of document
Dictionary
and Data
\ Look-ups
Indexed re-Documents G~atherin Indexing Pre-Index
Documents a P roc ess
Phase I / Phase 11
New
Document
Fig. 1 The Pre-lndexing System
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records is automatically analyzed by computer in order to build a dictio-
nary and data base for later use in actual pre-indexing. Further, the
analysis is intended to provide clues for designing the pre-indexing
methods to be used in Phase II. In Phase II the results of the analysis
are applied to the automatic pre-indexing of new documents. Also in
Phase II, the pre-indexes that are generated are evaluated to obtain a
measure of pre-indexing quality.
CHAPTER II
PHASE I - DATA GATHERING
To analyze profitably the titles, abstracts, and subject indexes of a
large number of documents in order to gain experience and data for later
pre-indexing, it is necessary first to define the goals of pre-indexing.
The goal of automatic pre-indexing is to extract from the title and
abstract of a document the set of words that best describes the contents
of the document. In this research, it is assumed that those words in the
title and abstract of a document that also appear in the human-generated
subject index for the document are the best possible choices for the
words of the pre-index. Thus, the goal of pre-indexing is to select from
the title and abstract all those words which the human indexers will
eventually include in the subject index.
Of course, the pre-index may not always achieve the goal. Figure 2
shows the relationship of the title-and-abstract words to the words of the
subject index of a document. The target set of words for a pre-index PI
is the set of words TA n SI (read: the set of words common to Title/
Abstract and Subject Index). Words which are eventually included in the
human-generated subject index but are not found in the title and abstract
of the document are ignored in this study (the set of words SI-SI nf TA).
Two types of errors are possible when words are selected for a
pre-index. The first is the omission of some words that should be in-
cluded. As a result of such omissions, the pre-index is incomplete. The
second type of error is the inclusion in the pre-index words that should
not be included. This second type of error decreases the relevance of
the words in the pre-index. Definitions for two measures of pre-index
quality which indicate how well the two errors are avoided can now be
formulated as follows (see Fig. 3):
Completeness - The percentage of words in TA n SI,
the target pre-index, that are actually included in the
pre -index
Relevance - The percentage of words in PI, the actual
pre-index, that are also included in the target set,
TA n SI
-6-
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Words of the title Words of the
and abstract (TA) subject index (S I)
Words that should be
selected for a pre-index
Fig. 2 The Target Set of Words for Pre-Indexing (Shaded Area)
Words that failed
to be selected
SI
Irrelevant words
Fig. 3 The Pre-Index
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If both completeness and relevance of a pre-index are 100 percent, then
the pre-index exactly matches the target set of words, TA n SI.
In this. research the standards defined above are based on assump-
tions that must be remembered when trying to determine the true value
of an automatic pre-index. First, the measurements use the human-
generated index as reference standards of completeness and relevance.
Second, the standards assume that enough information is contained in
the title and abstract of a document to extract a valid pre-index from
only those two sources. Unfortunately, the quality of the human indexing
cannot be evaluated objectively until the INTREX catalog is used opera-
tionally. In the meantime it appears safe to assume that the human
index is a valid index and reference standard. An examination of subject
indexes for several documents shows that most of the words of the sub-
ject index appear in the title and abstract of a document. Furthermore,
the work of Salton at Cornell indicates that use of only the title and
abstract of a document is a good procedure for generating a derivative
index by machine. There will be occasion te question the validity of the
two measures of pre-indexing later, but for the time being they appear
to provide a reasonable basis for an investigation of pre-indexing
methods.
Now what remains to be determined is a statistical basis for a
pre-indexing system. The next section describes the analysis of many
documents which already have a subject index, as well as a title and
abstract, so that some decision rules may be devised for the selection
of words for a pre-index.
The Analysis of Documents Already Having Subject Indexes
The purpose of analyzing document records which already contain
subject indexes is twofold. First, the analysis should yield information
for the formulation of possible decision rules for later auto-pre-indexing,
and second, the analysis will result in a dictionary of all words that have
appeared in the titles and abstracts of all the documents analyzed. Such
a dictionary is employed in the pre-indexing of new documents.
In this research, 80 documents already having subject indexes, as
well as titles and abstracts, were analyzed by computer according to the
techniques formulated below. The subject index of each document
positron Iannihilation in potassium (1);
weight
magnetic fieldI orientation (0);
subject terms
Fig. 4 Typical Subject Index
Title
Effect of magnetic| field in potassium
Abstract
The I angularl correlation ·** * *
of potassium I metal
Fig. 5 Typical Title and Abstract
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comprises a list of subject terms. A term may include one word or
several words combined into a grammatical phrase. A representation
of a typical subject index is shown in Fig. 4, and representations of
the title and abstract are given in Fig. 5. In order to compare the
words in the title and abstract with the words in the subject index, the
analysis system in the Phase-I part of the pre-indexing process must
convert title and abstract into one list of words and the subject index
into another. The converted lists are shown in Fig. 6. The list for
TA SI
Effect (1) 1
magnetic Title Words annihilation and weight
. in
potassium potassium
The (0)
angular magnetic 2 d Subject term
correlation ) Abstract Words field and weight
of orientation
* !
1:
Fig. 6 TA List and SI List
the title and abstract words is called TA; the list for subject index
words, SI. The purpose of these lists is to allow simple counts of the
usage of words in the title, abstract, and subject index.
In both the title and the abstract sections of TA, each different
word is entered only once, regardless of the number of tokens of that
word that actually occur in, for example, the abstract of a document.
For instance, the word "of" may occur four times in the abstract of a
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document. However, "of" will appear only once in the abstract section
of TA. If the word "of" also occurs in the title of the document, then
"of" will also be entered once in the title section of TA. In SI, each
subject term is considered separately. A subject term is reduced to a
list of words in a manner similar to that for the listing of the title, The
word lists for all subject terms are placed sequentially in SI, and each
subject term fills its own block of SI. Thus, the word "of" may occur
more than once in the entire SI list, but only once in each of several
subject terms. Each subject term is also marked with its weightnumber.
Two definitions help in understanding the counting procedures used
in analyzing documents. First, an appearance of a word is the occur-
rence of that word in either the title or abstract. A word may have only
one title appearance and one abstract appearance per document, Note
that title appearances are counted separately from abstract appearances,
Given that a word appears in a document title or abstract, then the
number of times that the word occurs in SI of the same document is de-
fined as the usage of the word. A word may have a usage count greater
than one since the word may be used in several subject terms. The
usage count of a word having title appearances is kept separately from
the usage count of the same word also having an abstract appearance,
This distinction has been made because the significance of a word appear-
ing in the abstract is different from the significance of the same word
appearing in the title of a document.
The usage for each word is also broken down into usage by the
weight of the subject terms in which it occurs. Thus, a word may have
a total usage of. three, with a usage of two in weight-2 terms and a
usage of one in weight-4 terms. This distinction of usage by weight is
made to determine if the weight usage of a word provides any clues for
selecting words for a pre-index. Results indicate that weight usage is
not particularly significant. Only the aggregate usage is meaningful.
At first glance it may appear somewhat arbitrary to permit a word
to have only one appearance in a title or abstract. However, allowing
multiple appearances would create a difficult problem in counting the
usage for a particular word. With multiple appearances, it would be
impossible to determine just which appearance is responsible for the
usage of that word in the subject index. Moreover, the important
statistic is not so much how many tokens of a word appear in the title
or abstract, but rather, given that the word appears at all, how likely
is that word to be used in the subject index.
Building a Dictionary
In order to provide a future basis for judging the significance of
words for pre-indexing, the data that are collected for appearances and
usage of the words of the title and abstract must be stored in a dictio-
nary. As each new document record is analyzed, the words from the
title and abstract of the document, along with the appearance and usage
data for those words, are added to the dictionary. Thus, the dictionary
will be a list of all words that have appeared in a title or abstract to
date, along with cumulative data about appearances and usage. In the
data portion of the dictionary, title data and abstract data are separated
in the same manner that the data were collected, although the dictionary
includes each word only once.
As stated previously, 80 document records were analyzed auto-
matically by computer in the manner just described. Then the data
contained in the dictionary were inspected in order to learn about the
statistical basis for the usage of words in the subject index. Note that
at this stage, the data that has been collected merely represent the
behavior of the human indexers.
One item of interest is the number of words that the dictionary
contains, since the number of words in the dictionary may influence the
usefulness of the dictionary for pre-indexing. Figure 7 shows the num-
ber of words in the dictionary as a function of the number of document
records analyzed. The size of the dictionary is growing less rapidly in
the region of 80 documents than it was in the first few documents of the
collection. New words were added to the dictionary at the rate of
approximately 35 per document during the analysis of the first 20 docu-
ments. After 80 documents, the dictionary grew at the rate of 24 new
words per document. Such a growth curve indicates that the dictionary
includes many common words after only a small sample of documents
has been analyzed, but that new words will be encountered frequently in
new documents. Later, in the design of a pre-indexing scheme for new
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documents, it will be necessary to provide for those words that are not
included in the dictionary, but appear in the title or abstract of a new
document.
x
x
Z 1600
I--
cx 1200 X
-/
u. 800 X
Z
400 
0 / I l I I i I I I
0 20 40 60 80
NUMBER OF DOCUMENT RECORDS
Fig. 7 Size of Dictionary as a Function of the Number of Documents Analyzed
The dictionary does not include all words that have been used in
subject index terms. The dictionary is intended to provide information
on the selection of words from the title and abstract. Figure 8 shows
I aSI
Fig. 8. Set of Words Included in the Dictionary Data Base (Shaded Area)
again the relationship of the set of title and abstract words to the set of
subject index words. All the words in the shaded portion are filed in
the dictionary. They include all title and abstract words. The words
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in the unshaded portion are not included. Although the unshaded set of
words may well be good words for inclusion in a subject index for future
documents, it is not the purpose of the dictionary merely to list such
words. Since the words represented by the unshaded portion of Fig. 8
are not directly connected with the words of the title and abstract, the
words of the unshaded portion are omitted.
Possible Pre-Indexing Criteria
One possible clue for the selection of a word for a pre-index is
the frequency of appearance of the word in document records already
analyzed. The frequency of appearance of a word refers to the percent-
age of the document records analyzed in which the word has made an
appearance. Thus if a word has appeared in 40 of 80 abstracts, then
the word has a 50 percent frequency of appearance in abstracts. The
same word may have a frequency of appearance of only ten percent in
titles. Figure 9 shows the number of words from the dictionary in
PercentilePercentile Number of words in percentileof
Frequency Title Abstract
100 0 2
90 - 99 0 3
80- 89 0 2
70- 79 0 1
60- 69 1 3
50- 59 0 3
40 - 49 0 3
30 - 39 3 6
20-29 0 16
10- 19 6 71
0- 10 410 2009
Fig. 9 Frequency of Appearance for Words in the Dictionary
Based on 80 Document Records
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various percentiles of frequency for both title appearances and abstract
appearances. High-frequency words tend to be function words -- mostly
prepositions and articles. Such words convey little about the content of
a document. Titles tend not to include high-frequency words.
Another possible criterion for pre-indexing is the usage rate of
words in the dictionary. Given that a word has appeared in a title (or
abstract), then the usage rate of a word is the ratio of the number of
times it is used in subject indexes to the number of appearances in titles
(or abstracts). That is,
usage rate = (cumulative usage)/(no. of appearances).
The usage rate, then, is just the average usage of the word per appear-
ance. A word has two usage rates. One usage rate is based on its
appearances in titles; the other, on its appearances in abstracts. A
high usage rate for a word means that whenever the word appears in a
title (or abstract) it has a high probability of being used in the subject
index.
Thus, there are two main types of information available for words
in the dictionary -- usage rate and frequency. Figure 10 shows the usage
rate of the words in the dictionary as a function of frequency of appear-
ance. Since the usage of a word can be higher than the number of appear-
ances, the usage rate has been truncated at a maximum value of 1. The
dashed lines in Fig. 10 are the average usage rates as a function of fre-
quency. Each word in the dictionary is actually represented by a point
somewhere on the two-dimensional graphs. (The points that are shown
in the figure are merely dummy points for purposes of illustration. )
The data represented in Fig. 10 are an aggregate of the usage data
for the different weight usage counts. Although the usage-count data
that is stored in the dictionary is separated by weight usage, the usage
rates shown in Fig. 10 are determined from the total usage counts for
all weights. A graph showing usage rate by the individual weights yields
similar results. With title words, however, most of the usage occurs
in weight-l subject terms. Title words have an extremely high proba-
bility of being used in subject terms -- over 90 percent. The only pecu-
liarity of abstract word use is that high-frequency words are seldom
used in terms of weight (0) or weight (4), indicating that terms of such
-16 -
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Fig. 10 Average Word Usage Rate as a Function Frequency of Appearance
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weights tend to be quite specific. High-frequency "function" words,
such as prepositions, are used in phrases of other weights in order to
make such terms readable noun phrases, for example, "positron
annihilation in potassium".
There is a useful characteristic of word usage that does not show
in Fig. 10, but is clearly demonstrated in Appendix A. Very few low-
frequency words have usage rates at intermediate levels near the aver-
age usage rate. The vast majority of low-frequency words are either
used very seldom or very often,
Thus, the dictionary contains a large number of words that the
indexers have used in the subject indexes of documents. However, the
dictionary also contains a large number of words that the indexers have
consistently failed to use in subject indexes. Such words include verbs,
which never appear in subject terms, Hence, the dictionary contains
information that will be useful when dictionary words are encountered
in pre-indexing new documents. When a word encountered in a new
document is found in the dictionary, the data on usage rates will indicate
whether the human indexers have considered the word as useful for in-
dexing. Of course, words that are not in the dictionary will be discov-
ered in new documents. Rules for handling both known and new words
will be necessary in generating a pre-index.
The next chapter describes the actual methods to be used for
pre- indexing.
CHAPTER III
THE DEVELOPMENT OF PRE-INDEXING SCHEMES
All the automatic pre-indexes that have been evaluated have a
very simple form. Basically, the pre-index is a list of words which is
intended to represent the content of a document. All the pre-indexes
generated are the result of simple word-by-word selection procedures
to choose words from the titles and abstracts of documents. Only in
one of three methods examined are words considered in context. A
random sample of 30 documents with both titles and abstracts has been
used for the testing of pre-indexing.
The Form of the Title and Abstract for Pre-Indexing
All pre-indexing methods tested in this research operate on a list
of the title and abstract words in the document to be indexed. In pre-
paring a title and abstract of a document for pre-indexing, we have made
a slight change from the form of the TA list as described in the pre-
ceding chapter. For pre-indexing, a single list of title and abstract
words in a document is prepared, but now the list gives all words in
exact order of their occurrence, including multiple occurrences. Such
a listing preserves information on context, which may be useful for pre-
indexing.
Three Methods of Pre-Indexing
Three different algorithms for pre-indexing from a title and
abstract word list have been developed. The three methods have some
common features. The similarities in the methods lie in the handling
of title words and in the handling of abstract words not found in the dic-
tionary. The primary differences in the methods are in the way that
the dictionary data are used.
For all methods, the words of the title of the document are includ-
ed in the pre-index. The data contained in the dictionary indicates that
including the title words is a very sound decision rule. From the data
contained in the dictionary it is found that title words have at least a
-18-
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90 percent chance of being used in the subject index of a document;
hence title words should definitely be included in a pre -index.
All methods of pre -indexing face the problem of new words,
that is, the occurrence in title or abstract of a word which is not con-
tained in the dictionary. All new words, clearly, will be low-frequency
words, since the new words have not appeared in any documents pre-
viously. The usage-rate averages, as graphed in Fig. 10 of Chap-
ter II, show that a low-frequency word in an abstract has only about a
30 percent chance of being used in the human-generated subject index
of the document. Thus, when a new word appears in the abstract of a
document, there is no valid reason to include it in the pre -index.
Nevertheless, if all new words are excluded, then many of the words
that belong in the pre-index will be omitted. As noted previously,
even when a dictionary comprising the words from 80 documents is
used, over 20 new words are encountered in the title and abstract of
a new document. Therefore, it has been decided that in all three pre-
indexing methods a new word will be included if it appears at least
twice in the title and abstract. A manual inspection of several docu-
ment records indicates that if the word is used at least twice, then
there is a good chance that the word represents something important
to the content of the document. New words which occur only once in
the title and abstract appear much more likely to be only filler and
not central to the content of the document. Actual attempts at pre-
indexing support the notion that only a single occurrence of a new
word is insufficient for the word to be included in the pre -index.
The three methods differ mostly in the handling of words that
are contained in the dictionary. The primary information available
about words in the dictionary is the frequency of appearance of the
word and the usage rate of the word, For example, the dictionary
contains the information that the word "the" has appeared in 80 ab-
stracts and has a cumulative usage count from abstracts of 27 in
weight-1 terms, 13 in weight-2 terms, 46 in weight-3 terms, 22 in
weight-4 terms, but only 1 in weight-0 terms. The three methods
use this information in different ways. However, all usage data is
aggregated over all subject-term weights. No use is made of the
breakdown by individual weights. Thus only the aggregated usage
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count of 109 is retrieved from the dictionary. From the number of
appearances in abstracts and the total usage from abstracts, it is
then known that the word "the" has a frequency of 100 percent in ab-
stracts and a usage rate greater than 1,.0.
Method I - Usage Rate Only
The first method considers only the usage rate for a word which
is found in the dictionary. Words with a high usage rate are selected
for the pre-index. Words with a low usage rate are excluded from the
pre-index. Figure 11 illustrates method I. Words with usage rates
falling in the shaded area are included in the pre-index for the docu-
ment. The exact level of usage rate, R, that is required for a word
to be included in the pre -index is tested at three different threshold
levels to determine what effect the usage rate threshold has on the
completeness and relevance of a pre-index. The three threshold
levels of the usage rate, R, that have been tested are 0.25, 0.50,
and 0.75.
Method II - Usage Rate and Frequency Thresholds
In the second method, not only the usage rate of a wordis con-
sidered, but also the frequency of appearance of the word is con-
sidered. Since very high-frequency words tend to carry little in-
formation, such words may possibly be excluded from the pre -index.
Therefore, in method II the pre -index will include only low-frequency,
information-bearing words. Figure 12 illustrates the selection cri-
teria for method II. Words whose frequency and usage rate fall in
the shaded area are included in the pre-index. All other dictionary
words are excluded. In tests of this method, the usage -rate thresh-
old, R, has been held constant at 0.5 so that the effect of varying the
frequency threshold, F, may be observed. The frequency threshold
has been tested at 25 percent, 50 percent, and 75 percent.
Method III - Context Decisions
The third method of pre-indexing is somewhat more involved.
In the other two methods, a word is either selected or not selected
for the pre-index purely on the basis of the dictionary data for that
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word only. The third method of pre -indexing recognizes an "ambigu-
ous" class of words, for which the pre-indexing method considers
neighboring words before making a decision to include or exclude the
ambiguous word. Figure 13 shows two thresholds, R1 andR2 on usage
rate and a threshold frequency F, being used in the third method of
pre-indexing. Only words with a frequency below the frequencythresh-
old F are considered as candidates for the pre-index. Words whose
usage rates fall in the zone between the two usage rate thresholds R1
and R2 are considered to be in the ambiguous zone. Weak words,
which have usage rates lower than R1, are immediately excluded from
the pre-index. Strong words, whose frequency and usage rates fall
in the cross-hatched region above R2 in Fig. 13, are immediately in-
cluded in the pre-index. Words with usage rates between R1 and R2
(the shaded region of Fig. 13) are marked for later decision. If
such an ambiguous word neighbors a strong word on either side,
then the ambiguous word is included in the pre-index. However, if
the ambiguous word is surrounded only by weak words then the am-
biguous word is excluded from the pre-index. This method was de-
vised purely as an experiment to aid in the handling of words whose
usage rate is at an intermediate level and for new words whose usage
rate is unknown. For such words there is no sound basis for a se-
lection decision, so content is considered in this method. In essence,
this method recognizes simple phrases that are delimited by weak
words such as articles, prepositions, and verbs. For example, from
the phrase ". .the dynamic pulse hysteresis in...", method III will
select the words "dynamic pulse hysteresis."
In method III as in the other two methods, if a new word (a word
not contained in the dictionary) occurs at least twice in the title and
abstract of a document, then that word is included in the index. If
such a new word occurs only once, it is considered to be an ambigu-
ous word and is included only if it has a strong neighbor. This de-
cision rule was adopted because a manual inspection of many abstracts
indicated that although many meaningful words may appear only once
in the title and abstract of a document, such words usually seem to
occur next to other meaningful words. Through consideration of single-
occurrence new words as ambiguous rather than weak, fewer
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meaningful words are omitted from a pre -index. Later pre -indexing
trials showed that the primary difference between method II and
method III lies in the treatment of new words with single occurrences.
Recall that such words are excluded from a method II pre -index.
In tests of method III the frequency threshold was held constant
at 75 percent so that the effect of varying the ambiguous usage zone
could be observed. For testing, the ambiguous zone was set at three
different ranges -- 0. 2 to 0.5, 0.3 to 0.5, and 0.3 to 0. 6.
Testing the Pre -Indexing Methods
Thirty documents were automatically pre -indexed in order to
test the above methods. To facilitate experimentation, the automatic
pre-indexing system was developed to pre-index each document by
all three methods with only one pass on a document. To provide
further experimental efficiency, the pre -indexing system also pre-
indexed under three different parameter sets for each method. In
addition, the pre -indexing system also compared the different trial
pre-indexes of each document to the human-generated subject index
in order to yield immediate values of completeness and relevance for
the pre-indexes. Completeness and relevance are the standards of
quality as defined in the previous chapter. The next chapter describes
the results of the tests of pre-indexing.
CHAPTER IV
RESULTS OF PRE -INDEXING TRIALS
To test the pre -indexing methods that were described in the
preceding chapter, 30 documents having titles and abstracts were
used. For each of the documents, nine different pre -indexes were
generated. The nine pre-indexes are the result of using the three
methods, each with three parameter sets. The testing demonstrated
that the methods cause significant differences in pre -indexing results,
although changing parameters within a method has little effect on the
quality of a pre -index as measured by the standards of completeness
and relevance.
A simple way to view the results for a pre-indexing method is
to plot the completeness and relevance for each document pre -index
as a point on a graph. The closer that a document pre -index is to
100 percent in both completeness and relevance, the better the pre-
index, at least in a primitive way. The results of pre-indexing trials
indicate that there is cause to question the measure of completeness
as it has been defined previously. However, for the time being,
Figs. 14, 15, and 16 show the plots of completeness and relevance
for pre-indexes by methods I, II, and III respectively. Although three
different parameter sets were tested for each method, a representa-
tive parameter set has been selected to illustrate the results of each
method. Figure 17 summarizes the results for all three parameter
sets for each of the three methods. In Fig. 17 only the average re-
sults of completeness and relevance are plotted. Appendix B gives
the results of all pre-indexing trials in tabular form.
Subjective Evaluation of the Informational Content of Pre-Indexes
One of the first questions that comes to mind is, "Does an auto-
matic pre-index appear to describe the subject content of the docu-
ment?" An inspection of pre-indexes for several documents indicates
that, indeed, the pre-indexes contain reasonably accurate subject
matter from the title and abstract of documents. For example, from
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the title and abstract of an article about "Dynamic Pulse Hysteresis
in Magnetic Devices", the following is a partial list of terms in a pre -
index generated by method III.
instantaneous hysteresis
magnetic
risetime
an applied pulse field
dynamic pulse hysteresis
magnetic devices
quasi-static hysteresis
magnetic damping phenomena by
extended
with
The pre-indexing method overlooked some words that are pertinent,
such as "ferrite core", but in general, the pre-index contains a sig-
nificant number of the important words from the title and abstract.
Only a few words of the pre -index words are not pertinent to the topic,
such as "an", "by'', "with", and "extended". In general the pre-
indexing methods are very good at eliminating verbs from pre -indexes.
The word "extended" is included because it has a high usage rate
from prior usage by the human indexers, who probably used it as an
adjective rather than a verb, Overall, however, the pre-indexing
system appears to do an effective job.
The Role of Function Words
The results from method I and method II, as illustrated in
Figs. 14 and 15, apparently show that method I is far superior to
method II. Both methods yield very nearly the same measured rele -
vance; however, method I gives a completeness measure a full 33
percent higher than method II, Yet the only difference in the two
methods is that method II eliminates high -frequency words from a
pre-index, such as "in", "to", "for", "the", and "of". Both methods
include all title words in the pre -index. Both methods have the same
usage rate threshold for words found in the dictionary. Moreover,
both methods treat new words in exactly the same way. But method II
excludes numerous function words by excluding high-frequency words.
Such function words have little informational value. In fact the two
most frequent words that still carry information are "magnetic" and
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'field", with frequencies just under 30 percent. Words of such low
frequency have not been eliminated from pre-indexes. However,
human indexers include high-frequency words in subject index terms
in order to make noun phrases. (In INTREX each word of a noun
phrase is being placed in an inverted file of subject words and its
position within the phrase is being recorded. The purpose of this pro-
cedure is to allow users of the INTREX system to state their requests
in terms of noun phrases, if they wish. INTREX plans to test and
evaluate the merit of this kind of capability.) When method II elimi-
nates such high-frequency function words from a pre -index, the com-
pleteness of that pre-index is reduced. Nevertheless, the infor-
mational value of that pre-index is unchanged, since the excluded
function words carry no information. The comparison of method I
with method II shows that fully 30 percent of all word occurrences
that are eventually found in the human-generated subject index are
merely informationless function words. Thus, the comparison of the
two methods shows that the measures of completeness and relevance
unfortunately do not fully indicate the quality of a pre-index. How-
ever, if the problem of high-frequency words is kept in mind, then the
measures of completeness and relevance still give at least a feeling
for the relative results of pre -indexing trials.
The Effect of Varying the Usage-Rate Threshold
Within both methods I and III the usage-rate thresholds are
varied to determine if the exact setting of the usage rate threshold
affects the pre -index significantly. In method III, where high-
frequency words are excluded from the pre -index, the settings of the
usage -rate thresholds have very little effect on the completeness and
relevance of the pre -indexes. This is to be expected, since only five
percent of all low-frequency words found in the dictionary have usage
rates that fall in the intermediate range from 0.20 to 0.60, the range
in which the thresholds were varied. Thus, the particular setting of
the usage-rate threshold has negligible effect on the pre-indexes
generated by method III. However, in method I the setting of the
simple usage-rate threshold seems to have a much greater effect on
the pre -indexes generated by this method. This is not surprising
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when it is remembered that method I includes high-frequency words
in the pre-index; their inclusion depends on the usage rates of such
high frequency words. Since the usage rates of several of the higher
frequency words fall in the range of trial variation of the usage rate
threshold for method I, the completeness and relevance are more
sensitive to the usage-rate threshold,
The Effect of New Words on Pre-Indexing
Examination of Fig. 17 shows a noticeable difference in the pre -
indexing results between method II and method III. However, from
the preceding discussion, it appears that there should be little dif-
ference because of the different ways of setting the usage-rate thresh-
olds for the two methods, since both methods eliminate high-frequency
words. Also, recall that both methods include new words that appear
at least twice. The difference in the results obtained from the two
methods arises from the different way of handling new words that
occur only once in the abstract of a document. In method II, such
words are considered as ambiguous words and may be included in the
pre-index under the proper circumstances. By including such single-
occurrence new words, method III has a higher completeness than
method II, since the inclusion of any word in a pre -index can only
"help the measured completeness of that pre -index, On the other hand,
some of the new words that method III selects for -inclusion in the pre-
index are not used in the human-generated subject index; hence the
relevance of method II pre -indexes is lowered slightly.
In the early experimental stages of this research, all methods
of pre -indexing included all new words regardless of the number of
occurrences of that word in the title and abstract of the document.
However, changing the decision rule to require at least two occur-
rences of a word for definite inclusion in a pre -index appears to have
significantly increased the quality of the pre -indexes. Under all
methods of pre -indexing, the relevance of pre -indexes increased by
approximately eight percent, while the completeness suffered byonly
two to three percent when the decision rule was changed to require at
least two occurrences.
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The Completenes s-Relevance Trade -off
Further examination of Fig. 17 clearly shows that within a pre-
indexing method, relevance must be sacrificed in order to gain com-
pleteness. Moreover, comparing method II and method III, which
differ most significantly in policy toward new words, one also finds
that the same trade-off is made between methods. Such is to be ex-
pected. Adding any word to a pre-index can never reduce complete-
ness. In fact if every word of the title and abstract of a document is
included in the pre-index, then the completeness for that pre -index
will be 100 percent. But the relevance of that pre -index will be ap-
proximately 35 percent, since only that percentage of words in the
title and abstract of a document are used in the average human-
generated subject index. (The analysis of document records in
Phase I showed that approximately 35 percent of the words of the
title and abstract eventually appear in the human-generated subject
index.) When words are eliminated from a pre -index in order to in-
crease relevance, there is the statistical probability that some of the
eliminated words are actually necessary to maintain completeness.
Hence, completeness must be sacrificed if rele--ance is to be raised.
Moreover, as is found by comparing method I with method II, a full
30 percent of completeness can be sacrificed without damaging the in-
formational content of a pre -index merely by removing the high
frequency words from the pre -index.
The Effect of Dictionary Size
Even with a dictionary containing all the words from the titles
and abstracts of 80 documents, many new words are encountered in
the pre -indexing of new documents. An examination of the curve of
dictionary growth in Fig. 7 indicates that even if the dictionary were
obtained from a much larger document base, new words in titles and
abstracts would continue to have an important role in pre -indexes.
However, the dictionary does contain a good collection of 40 very
common words, which appear in over 30 percent of all document ab-
stracts. Also, an examination of several pre -indexes reveals that
the dictionary contains most of the verbs which are encountered in
typical abstracts. The three methods of pre-indexing are very good
at recognizing and excluding verbs from pre-indexes, for example,
forms of "to be", "to report", "to have", and "to discuss". In fact
a large portion of the selection decisions that the pre-indexing
methods must make about words found in the dictionary result in the
exclusion of those words, rather than the inclusion of the words. In
addition, most decisions must be made about common words, since
such words appear most frequently. Therefore, the dictionary used
in this research is of sufficient size to provide a reasonable test of
the postulated pre-indexing methods. Only a very much larger dic-
tionary would alter the proportion of new words encountered, and it
is doubtful that the results would be substantially different.
CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
The primary conclusion to be drawn from this research is that
automatic pre -indexing by machine is feasible with the application of
simple techniques. Furthermore, the implementation of the pre -
indexing methods developed here can be accomplished with compu-
tational efficiency if the pre -indexing system is designed as an oper-
ational system rather than as an experimental system.
The first step in the design of an operational pre -indexing
system is to select a suitable pre-indexing method. It is the opinion
of this author that method I is not so useful for pre -indexing as are
the other two methods. Recall that method I allows the inclusion of
high -frequency function words in the pre -index for a document,
whereas the other two methods exclude them. In a pre -index which is
a list of descriptive words, function words have no place.
The remaining pre-indexing methods, II and III, present a
trade-off between completeness and relevance. Method III, which in-
cludes a greater percentage of the new words that it encounters than
does method II, tends to be slightly more complete, but somewhat less
relevant.
However, it is necessary before one judges the relative merits
of methods I and II to look more closely at the figures for complete-
ness for both of these methods. The graph of Fig. 17 shows method II
with an average completeness of 53 percent; method III, 59 percent.
From the prior examination of method I, recall that approximately 30
percent of the completeness measured for a pre -index is lost if high-
frequency words are removed. That particular 30 percent of com-
pleteness can be safely ignored in considering informational content,
since the high-frequency words removed in methods II and III are all
merely function words. Thus in terms of residual informational con-
tent, the true average completeness of methods II and III probably
lies in the range of 80 percent to 90 percent, after making a correction
for the extraneous 30 percent. Thus, both methods II and III appear to
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contain a substantial portion of the informational content of the title
and abstract of a document.
Nevertheless, method III, which includes more of the new words,
would probably be the best pre-index for an operational system be-
cause of its greater completeness. The price that must be paid for
the greater completeness is lessened relevance, but the larger pre-
index generated by method III should not create an undue burden.
Another distinction between method II and method III is that
method III recognizes and provides special processing for words
having intermediate usage rates. Because a small dictionary was
used in the pre -indexing tests, this difference in methods caused only
very small differences in results from method II; with a greatly ex-
panded dictionary, method III would probably become even more use-
ful.
Streamlining the Pre-Indexing System
Much can be done to streamline the pre -indexing system for
either operational use or further experimentation. Most of the pos-
sible improvements should be made in the organization of the dictio-
nary files, Presently, the files contain an excessive amount of data
that were collected in the automatic analysis of documents. At the
time the data were collected, there was no way to determine just what
data would be useful, From an examination of the accumulated data,
however, it appears that the breakdown of usage information by
subject-term weights can be discarded, and only an aggregated form
of usage data retained, Such a condensation would reduce the size of
the files by 35 percent. The use of sorting techniques in organizing
the dictionary would improve the efficiency of the pre -indexing
system. Proper organization would allow the use of faster search
techniques in dictionary lookups. Such organization of the dictio-
nary and implementation of improved search would be necessary for
an operational system, or even for extensive additional research, In
a pioneer experimental system with a relatively small dictionary,
such refinements are not justified.
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Additional streamlining can be performed on some of the pro-
gramming. Several operations that at first appeared necessary for
a preliminary experimental system are not clearly superfluous.
Applicability of Pre-Indexing to other Subject Areas
All of the documents used for this pre -indexing research fall in
the area of materials science and engineering. Thus, the dictionary
contains the special vocabulary used by scientists and engineers of
that field. A question arises as to whether the dictionary and pre-
indexing system developed in this research are useful in other subject
areas. Unfortunately, there is no document collection from another
field available for direct experimentation.
However, the nature of the pre -indexing system would probably
allow it to be effective in another technical field. The pre-indexing
system does not work solely by choosing recognizable words from a
title and abstract; the system also eliminates many common words.
In fact, most word decisions made by the system are to eliminate a
word rather than to include it. Many of the words very common to
materials science are function words and therefore are also very com-
mon in other fields. The pre-indexing system is good at eliminating
such words, since those words are the verbs and prepositions. Hence,
the dictionary would still be at least partially effective in some other
field.
Suggestions for Further Research
One item of obvious interest is the effect of dictionary size on
the results of pre -indexing trials. The dictionary used in these tests
contained approximately 2200 words. A much larger dictionary -nay
affect the results in two ways. First, the number of new words en-
countered in pre -indexing may be reduced. Second, the distribution
of the usage rates of the known words may change, so that the setting
of the usage-rate thresholds in the different methods may become
more important. For example, in a dictionary built from 80 docu-
ments, many of the words contained in the dictionary have appeared
in documents only once. Hence, the word can have a usage rate of
only either 1.0 or 0.0. But if the dictionary were to be based on the
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analysis of 400 documents then perhaps several of the low-frequency
words would have a sufficient number of appearances, so that their
usage rates could fall around 0,5. An analysis of the data contained in
the dictionary as it grew to its present size indicates that any signifi-
cant change in the distributions of the usage -rate data is far in the
future, if in the future at all, A comparison of a dictionary based on
35 documents with a later dictionary based on 80 documents showed
only a very minor change in the distribution of usage rates. In both
cases, the usage rates fell primarily at the two extremes.
The effect of reducing the number of new words is also hard to
predict. Again it is very probable that a very much larger dictionary
is necessary to substantially affect the number of new words en-
countered in the title and abstract of a document, Figure 7 shows
that the number of new words per new document is dropping slowly
after 80 documents. In fact, a base of 400 documents might be neces-
sary to decrease the number of new words per document from over
20 at present to about 10.
A shortage of computer time prevented tests with an expanded
data base. However, first a streamlining of the pre -indexing system
to a more operational form, followed by testing with a larger dictio-
nary, would no doubt be worthwhile as a prelude to making such a pre-
indexing system operational.
The Possibility of Using Word Stemming
The value of stemming in a pre -indexing system was not tested
during these experiments. However, stemming mayhave two very
useful effects on a pre -indexing system. One immediate effect is
to reduce the size of the dictionary that is stored as the data base.
Many different forms of a root with various endings are-presently
stored separately in the dictionary. However, by stemming, all
words that have the same root can be lumped together in one dictio-
nary entry. For example, the entries for "magnetic" and "magne-
tism" can be merged. Such a consolidation of data significantly re-
duces storage requirements.
Moreover, the stemming of words also decreases the number of
new words encountered in a new document. With stemming, a new
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ending on a known root would be considered as merely another in-
stance of the known root, rather than as a completely new and un-
known word.
APPENDIX A
BREAKDOWN OF WORDS IN DICTIONARY BY
USAGE RATE AND FREQUENCY
(Based on words from 80 documents)
>1.00 368 6 - 3 - - 1
0.90 - 099 - - - - - - -
0.80 - 0.89 - -
0.70 - 0.79 1 -
Usage 0.60 -0.69 1
Rate 0.50 -0.59 3
0.40 - 0.49 - -
0.30 -0.39 -
0.20 -0.29 - -
0.100.19 - - - - - - - - -
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(a) Title Words
>1.00 660 20 4 - 1 - 1 - - 1 2
0.90099 - - - - - - -
0.80 - 0.89 4 2 - - - - - - - - -
0.70 - 0.79 9 3 - - -
Usage 0.60 - 0 69 22 4 1 1
Rate 0.50 - 0.59 52 3 2 - - - - - - 2
0.40 -0.49 6 4 - - 1 - 1 1 - - -
0.30 - 0.39 25 5 - - - - - -_
0.20 - 0.29 15 10 - - - - - - - -
0.10-- 0.19 6 1 - - - - - - - - -
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(b) Abstract Words
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APPENDIX B
RESULTS OF PRE-INDEXING TRIALS
C = Completeness in percent
R = Relevance in percent
Method I
A B C
Usage rate
threshold: 0.25 0.50 0.75
Doc No.
C R C R C R
1 300 82 72 80 76 74 84
2 *302 93 80 89 86 73 88
3 304 87 86 84 87 85 89
4 305 89 92 87 94 82 100
5 364 78 88 78 91 75 96
6 383 97 45 97 48 94 58
7 401 96 48 96 51 96 59
8 402 100 19 100 23 100 33
9 415 90 41 87 45 87 57
10 437 72 63 70 68 76 73
11 606 88 69 88 73 86 87
12 619 91 79 91 81 87 86
13 620 87 48 87 51 87 58
14 621 78 55 78 58 64 57
15 622 78 82 72 83 71 92
16 623 75 29 70 30 70 36
17 625 84 43 82 56 77 52
18 719 91 51 84 53 80 61
19 721 83 56 79 61 76 69
20 72Z 90 4i 89 43 59 37
21 723 94 52 94 53 94 64
22 724 94 71 90 77 81 79
23 818 97 65 87 65 81 78
24 905 93 73 93 74 65 74
25 907 81 43 81 45 68 49
26 908 95 67 91 70 78 77
27 909 89 45 77 43 73 53
28 911 91 29 9] 34 91 44
29 1102 92 65 84 68 80 80
30 1106 88 75 88 75 79 90
Average 88 55 86 61 79 69
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Method II
A B C
Frequency 25% 50% 75%thre shold:
Usage rate
threshold: 0.50 0.50 0.50
Doc No.
C R C R C R
1 300 40 74 42 72 42 66
2 302 34 74 39 74 42 75
3 304 45 89 45 86 51 85
4 305 53 95 61 96 66 96
5 364 42 87 45 85 47 86
6 383 60 68 71 71 71 61
7 401 57 61 57 58 57 53
8 402 36 20 57 27 57 24
9 415 65 72 65 54 65 72
10 437 32 63 36 59 36 58
11 606 46 76 51 73 51 66
12 619 38 69 44 70 44 67
13 620 58 64 65 51 65 57
14 621 41 64 41 63 49 64
15 622 34 96 37 93 40 90
16 623 55 58 "0 58 70 50
17 625 41 43 43 42 45 42
18 719 40 47 46 49 50 50
19 721 47 79 55 80 55 72
20 722 35 40 38 3B 40 37
21 723 65 69 74 66 74 62
22 724 30 58 41 62 43 64
23 818 42 62 44 60 44 55
24 905 65 87 65 79 80 82
25 907 38 48 38 39 38 36
26 908 38 62 38 56 38 53
27 909 48 63 50 50 50 45
28 911 66 58 66 45 66 42
29 1102 57 80 59 74 59 64
30 1106 63 88 67 89 67 84
Average 47 67 52 64 53 62
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Method III
A B C
Frequency
threshold: 75% 75% 75%
"ambiguous" 0.2 0.3 0.3
zone: 'to to to
0.5 0.5 0.6
Doc No.
C R C R C R
1 300 47 57 46 58 46 60
2 302 49 70 48 71 48 73
3 304 60 79 60 80 60 80
4 305 74 97 74 97 74 97
5 364 53 77 53 77 53 77
6 383 74 54 74 55 74 58
7 401 59 41 59 43 59 44
8 402 57 17 57 17 57 17
9 415 69 43 69 45' 69 45
10 437 49 57 49 57 49 57
11 606 54 60 54 60 51 64
12 619 47 58 47 69 47 53
13 620 74 50 71- 49 71 49
14 621 56 58 53 57 48 56
15 622 49 85 47 86 46 89
16 623 90 43 90 44 83 27
17 625 52 36 52 36 48 36
18 719 60 40 60 41 60 42
19 721 58 62 58 64 58 64
20 722 46 31 46 33 41 32
21 723 77 60 77 59 74 59
22 724 51 55 48 63 43 61
23 818 50 50 49 50 47 52
24 905 85 72 85 74 85 74
25 907 49 35 47 36 47 39
26 908 43 47 43 48 43 51
27 909 66 45 66 47 66 48
28 911 71 32 71 33 71 37
29 1102 67 59 67 60 67 61
30 o106 71 74 71 74 71 74
Average 60 55 60 56 59 57
APPENDIX C
PROGRAM STRUCTURE AND LISTINGS
The programs for both Phase I and Phase II of the pre -indexing
system make extensive use of pointers in order to make data avail-
able to all subroutines. The programs are written in the AED lan-
guage, which has convenient facilities for handling pointers,
The programs are listed and further described by phase. The
Phase I programs are used to analyze document subject indexes and
generate the dictionary files. Phase II actually generates pre-
indexes by the three different methods.
All programs are designed to run on the Compatible Time-
Sharing Computer System at M.I. T. (CTSS).
PHASE I
The main program, MAIN1, sets up all the data handling arrays.
MAIN1 makes room for a list of title and abstract words, a list of
subject index words, and an array for storing appearance and usage
data. Pointers to the various arrays are stored in a directory array
PTRS. Thus most major subroutine calls need only the argument PT,
which is a pointer to the array PTRS. PTRS also contains other data
which is useful to the subroutines. A list of the important entries in
PTRS follows:
0 - Location of TA, the array for title and abstract words,
1 - Location of SI, the array for subject index terms.
2 - Location of D, the array for appearance and usage data.
3 - TL, the length of the title section of TA. This is
entered by a subroutine.
4 - AL, the length of the abstract section of TA.
5 - A scratch location sometimes used to pass arguments
in subroutine calls.
6 - The number of the current document being operated on.
8 - Another scratch location.
9 - The word length in a dictionary lookup.
10 - The file number in a dictionary lookup.
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11 - Another scratch location.
12 - Location of BOOK FILE.
13 - Location of dictionary file in use.
Three major arrays are used in the analysis of a document
record. These arrays are TA, SI, and D. TA contains the words of
the title and abstract. SI contains the subject terms. D is filled with
the usage and appearance data for the words in TA.
The TA Array
The words in the TA array are stored four characters per com-
puter word, left justified and blank-padded. Thus a six-character
word will fill two computer words and have two blank characters in
the final two character positions. The words stored in TA are
separated by a computer word of four blank ASCII characters.
The length of a stored word is defined as the number of computer
words it fills, including the fence of blanks which separate it from
the next word. Thus, a four character word such as 'film" has a
length of 2--one computer word for the characters plus one computer
word for thie fence of blanks. The words "magnetic" and field have
the same length of 3.
The length of an array of words is defined as the sum of the
lengths of all individual words in the array. The length of an array
does not specify the number of words in an array.
The SI Array
The first computer word of the SI array is a header which tells
the number of subject terms in SI. The header is followed by the
subject terms. Each subject term also has a one computer word
header which contains the length of the subject term in the decrement
and the weight of the subject term in the address.
The D Array
The D array is used for recording the usage and appearance data
for the words in the TA array. Three computer words in D are re-
quired for each language word in TA. For the nth word in TA the
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contents of D are as follows (the position of data within a word is
indicated by the octal mask):
D(3N) - Weight 0 usage from title, 7C29
- Weight 1 usage from title, 1777C
- Weight 2 usage from title, 777CZO
- Weight 4 usage from title, 1777C10
D(3N+1) - Weight 0 usage from abstract, 7C29
- Weight 1 usage from abstract 1777C
- Weight 2 usage from abstract, 777C20
- Weight 4 usage from abstract, 1777C10
D(3N+2) - Weight 3 usage from title, 777C27
- Weight 3 usage from abstract, 777C9
- Title appearance, 777C18
- Abstract appearance, 777C
Data are placed in the D array in this particular manner so that
it is formatted for direct addition to the word data already contained
in the dictionary files.
Dictionary Files
The dictionary files contain all words encountered in titles and
abstracts, as well as the cumulative usage andappearance data for
each word. The files are sorted only by word length. Each file is
two tracks (864 computer words) long. Thus, there is a series of
files for each possible word length. A file is specified by two names,
such as..... M03 ... N04. The first name indicates the length of words
contained in the file, in this case 3, The second name indicates the
number of the file in the series of files for the given word length. In
this case the file is the fourth of the dictionary files having a word
length of three.
For storage, each word in a file is followed directly by three
computer words containing data about appearances and usage. The
data words have exactly the format described for data storage array D.
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The Book File
With the dictionary files as described above, a bookkeeping
system is necessary to keep track of the number of files in each word
length series, and to monitor the number of words stored in the last
number file of each series. The Book File maintains this vital infor-
mation. If a file word length is M, then the number of files in the
series is stored in location 2M and the number of words contained in
the last file of the series is contained in location (2M+l) of the Book
File.
Operating Phase I
To operate Phase I, all Phase I programs must be loaded and
started from a CTSS console. The files CATDIR FILE and CATREC
FILE, which contain the document records, must be available. The
program will type the number of documents analyzed to date, then
request the number of a new document to be analyzed. The user re-
sponds by typing a four digit document number for the new document
to be analyzed. The computer will signify when the analysis is com-
plete and wait :or another document number. The Phase I programs
will not analyze a document which is missing a title, abstract, or
subject index field.
Phase I automatically collects all data and builds the dictionary
files.
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PHASE II
The programs of Phase II are very similar to those of Phase I.
The structure of TA and SI are nearly identical to the same ar-
rays of Phase I. The dictionary used as a reference for Phase II
is just that generated in Phase I. The major difference in the pro-
gramming for Phase II is first, that rather than place data into the
dictionary, Phase II extracts data from the dictionary. Second,
Phase II must operate on the extracted data to form a pre-index.
Thus, changes have been made to the D array; also, two extra
arrays, P and PI, have been provided to help in generating pre-
indexes. Thus the directory array, PTRS, for Phase II contains
two additional entries. PTRS(14) contains a pointer to P; PTRS(15)
a pointer to PI.
The D Array
The D array is still used to store the usage data for all words in'
TA. The usage data in D can than serve as an immediate reference
for evaluation of pre-indexes. However, in Phase II only one computer
word for D is used to store usage information, rather than the three
computer words used in Phase I.
The P Array
The data extracted from the dictionary for all words of are placed
in array PO One computer word in P is used for each word of TA.
The data placed in P are the usage rate for the word and the frequency
of appearance of the word.
The PI Array
The PI array is used for flags which mark those words se-
lected for a pre-indexo The rightmost nine bits of a word in PI
-52-
are used to indicate selected words. Three flags are reserved for
each method in order to handle three parameter sets simultaneously.
The PARA Array
One further set of data is necessary to operate Phase II. Three
sets of parameters must be specified for each pre-indexing method.
PARA holds 18 parameters in total. Method I requires three param-
eters for three trials; method II, six; and method III, nine.
Operation of Phase II
To operate Phase II, all Phase II programs must be loaded and
started from a CTSS console. The files CATDIR FILE and CATREC
FILE must be available. The program will request the user to input
the parameter sets for each method. The parameters must be
specified as two-digit integers on a scale from 1 to 31. The pro-
gram converts the parameters to appropriate usage rate for frequency
thresholds.
Once the parameters have been typed in, the program will re-
quest a document number. The user may type a four-digit number.
When the pre-indexes have been run, the program will printout a
summary evaluation and wait for the next document number.
To obtain a full listing of the pre-indexes for a document, the
user may type a 1 after the document number. The pre-indexing
system will print a table showing each word of the title and abstract.
and show whether the word has been included in a pre-index for each
method and each parameter set.
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